
Spring 2018 FitWell Class Descriptions 

Class Name Class Description 

AQUACISE Enjoy a full hour of water aerobics! Burn calories while experiencing a new kind of low-impact workout that uses water resistance to tone your body! 

BARRE  
Build muscle and tone your entire body with ballet-based moves.  This energizing class uses light weights and core exercises to transform large and 

smaller muscle groups while burning fat.   

BEAR CYCLE 

You’re going to sweat! Join us as to improve fitness levels and push ourselves to new limits with a combination of endurance rides, sprints, climbs, and 

jumps. This class is great for those seeking a challenging cardio workout, new cardio routine, or combining endurance with strength training. Nothing 

beats an indoor cycle class for a low-impact, high-intensity fitness workout. Try out each instructor for a unique Bear Cycle experience.  

BOXING T & C 

Boxing Technique & Conditioning is a total body workout that combines cardio, abs, and strength training along with boxing technique and skills. 

You’ll gain the knowledge, skills, and training that comes with being a true boxer and fighter in today’s world along with the conditioning, cardio, and 

courage needed to build up your workout regimen and your fighting spirit.  

DANCE FITNESS Dance Fitness  is a musical workout, like ZUMBA, that uses music from pop, hip-hop, jazz, and other genres. Open to all levels. 

F45 

A 45 minute circuit workout, targeting areas of the body we use for daily function. Each day throughout the week offers a different 45 minute workout 

and alternates a focus of cardio and strength training. This is a high-intensity work-out and our staff offers members modifications to make the expe-

rience open to all levels. You will learn to use new equipment and develop new techniques while exercising alongside many others.   

GENTLE YOGA &  

GENTLE TONE 

These 45 minute lunch classes will be for those who do not wish to break a sweat but could use some deep stretching and gentle strengthening. These 

classes will focus on relieving stress and tension related to spending much of your day seated and in front of a computer. 

MMA CONDITIONING 

Mixed Martial Arts, most notably practiced in the UFC. In the conditioning class we will be learning basic skills and combinations used by top fighters. 

No prior experience needed.  This is the perfect class for anyone interested in learning self defense/ toning up their body through callisthenic and car-

dio based movements. 

STEP IT UP! 
Join Susu in a cardio-step class where a step bench is utilized to add some intensity! Cardio with some weight lifting and stretches are included in eve-

ry class. Expect to improve your fitness while jamming to the latest hits along with the classics. 

YOGA 
Yoga is a flow based practice that  incorporates strength and flexibility by using the body as resistance. You will practice connecting movement with 

breath. Some classes will be focused on stress relief and calm while others will be more intense. Intensity levels will vary—all levels welcome! 

ZUMBA Take the "work" out of workout by mixing low to high-intensity moves for an interval-style,calorie-burning dance fitness party.  


